ARANYA
FARMHOUSE

The decor of this farmhouse reflects an approach that focused on creating
clutter-free and modern spaces, while simultaneously integrating user-specific
elements to provide personalization.
Location Ahmedabad
Design Firm Patel Vadodaria Design Research Studio
Built-Up Area 4500 sq ft
Completion June 2016
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he wood used in the entire range of furniture was reclaimed from the client’s 70 year
old factory shed. The challenge was to use the available size and quantity of teak wood
pieces from the shed. In collaboration with the master carpenters, our team carefully
grouped together pieces of wood based on their size, grain and colour and then using
a combination of lapped jointing and finger jointing techniques, created the entire range
of solid wood furniture. Local crafts techniques were employed in reviving old wooden
chairs with silk rope weaving (as seen in the master bed). Our preference for bespoke
customised interior design extended to the design of pendant lighting and door handles.
The pendant lamp above the dining table was conceived as an extension of the MS frame
language used in the furniture. The pendant lamp in the entrance was made from the
upper half of a century old copper pot sourced from the old city of Ahmedabad. The lower
half was used as a tray to keep flowers, petals and floating diyaas. Wooden blocks from
the fabric printing industry were reused as door handles. In situ terrazzo technique was
used for wall finishes of the powder room. The wardrobe handles were convinced as an
ergonomically bend metal plate adding to the minimalist feel of the interior space. Overall,
the interior design of the farm house reflects our approach towards creating a place that
is on one hand modern, elegant, clutter free and attentive to detail and on the other, is
customised to reflect the identity of the users.

The common areas are visualized as a singular unified space; the spatial configuration can adapt to accommodate diverse activities.
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estled in the outskirts of Ahmedabad, Aranya Farm House is a weekend home for the
clients and their large extended family. Responding to the architectural design, the
interior approach focussed on keeping the common areas as one unified large space,
removing any physical barriers in-between and simultaneously offering a flexible spatial
configuration to cater to various groups, activities and events in space and time. The entire
range of furniture (barring a couple of wired chairs) were custom designed by PVDRS for
this project. Linseed oil treated teak wood with painted MS frames and plain coloured
upholstery were selected as primary material palette to create an earthy, minimalist
interior space which blends well with the architectural shell and it’s surrounding. Within
the overall canvas of grey wall finishes and black Kadappah, Slate and Granite stone
flooring, sparks of colours were added through soft linen/upholstery. The kitchen wall
comprises of one end of the large living space. The challenge was to take the attention
away from the functionalities associated with an open-plan kitchen space. To address this,
the large wall above the kitchen counter was finished with crackled effect tiles and teak
wood inserts depicting honeycomb structure and bees- a reflection of the surrounding
nature in abstract form.

A largely minimalist interior decor dominated by earthen tones helps the interiors blend seamlessly with the farmhouse’s beautiful surroundings.
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
1 Entrance Vestibule
2 Arrival Court
3 Arrival
4 Guest Bedroom
5 Master Bedroom
6 Verandah
7 Living
8 Dining
9 Kitchen
10 Bar
11 Powder Room

Facing Page: The use of oil-treated teak wood–salvaged from a seventy-year-old factory shed owned by the client–defines the interior décor of the residence.
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Facing Page: The bedrooms make use of old wooden chairs that were revived using silk rope weaving, a local crafts technique.
Top Left: Within the larger thematic canvas created by the use of grey wall finishes and black Kadappah stone flooring, vibrant soft furnishings add sparks of colour.
Top Right: The bathrooms, designed to feel spacious and airy, display a minimal interplay of materials.

Artwork and display products have been carefully selected to ensure they add an element of interest to a largely minimal décor palette.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Flooring: Kadappah, Granite and Brown Kotah
Wall: Granite cladding, Plastered & Painted, Insitu Terrazo finish, Cracked Tile cladding
Lighting: Pendant lamps designed by PVDRS, Led fixtures by Change
Kitchen: Custom designed by PVDRS and made by carpenters
Bathroom: Sanitary fittings by Kohler
Furniture & Decor: Custom designed by PVDRS, upholstery by DeDecor
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Facing Page: Large windows help bring in abundant natural light into the residence, almost morphing the line between indoor and outdoor spaces.
Top: The entire range of furniture, barring a couple of wired chairs, was custom-designed by PVDRS.

